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Financial Lessons
learnt during two years of COVID-19

The last two years have been very hard for most people and have taught
us both hard and good lessons on leading our lives going forward. One of
the lessons I’ve learned is that one’s future and financial well-being are
not guaranteed. This is based on how many people we, unfortunately, lost
due to COVID-19 and the fact that people found themselves with a job
one minute and then gone the other.
Nothing destabilises one’s life and financial planning than uncertainty or
lack of security. Employment for most people is the security that is
needed to plan for a better financial future and when that is taken away, it
messes up all the financial plans that one might have had. I digress; let
me go back to the financial lessons learnt during the two years of
COVID-19. One of the most important lessons that we learnt as a family is
how much we were spending on funerals in the past and how some of the
things that took a chunk of our policy money were unnecessary.
The COVID-19 lockdown regulations, especially regarding the number of
people that could attend funerals and how catering was not encouraged
because of how opportunistic the virus was and still is. The precautions
and COVID-19 restrictions that still exist include ensuring that we wash
our hands or regularly sanitise, wear our masks when interacting with
others, and adhere to the social distancing requirements. These have
made us understand the need to be cautious about interacting with large
crowds, especially in unventilated venues.
Because funerals were deemed the biggest spreaders of the virus, it
forced everyone to think about whether it was essential to have as many
people as we’ve had in the past attending funerals. The large numbers

that we had at funerals in the past meant that it cost a lot to bury a loved
one. The basic requirements that need money when organising a funeral
include the following: the Casket Or Coffin Costs, the grave fees, the
tombstone, Undertaker fees, Transport Costs, Food & Catering, Venue &
Tent hire as well as Flowers. Some of these costs were exacerbated by
the large number of people that a bereaved family would have to cater for
in its preparations for the day of the funeral, especially when it takes place
over the weekend.
Other costs would be the ones associated with the week running up to the
funeral because the bereaved family would have to cater to people who
visit the house daily to show their condolences and hold pre-funeral
prayers — not forgetting the after tears on the day of the funeral once all
the formalities are over. In my family, we’ve realised that most of these
things are not necessary, for instance, expensive coffins, elaborate
catering and decorations, the pre-and-after funeral sessions, to name but
a few. We’ve decided to stick to the then Level 5 regulations regarding the
number of people attending our funerals and that is 50 people. Our family
funerals will in future all happen during the week with family members and
friends available at that time. We’ve realised that 50 people are sufficient
to give a decent burial to a loved one.
One of the main reasons we’ve decided to take the extravagance and
unnecessary costs out of our funerals is that we would like to leave some
money for those that are left behind. Instead, we would like to use most of
the policy money to create generational wealth rather than spend too
much on one day because that will leave our kids or grandchildren with
nothing to survive with or even make unjustifiable debt for them.
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The Metropolitan Trading Company
launches an Anti-Vandalism Campaign
The Metropolitan Trading Company (MTC), a broadband network company designed to offer both wholesale data services to public and private
entities as well as retail and incidental services on behalf of the City of
Johannesburg launched an anti-vandalism campaign, #TakeCare.
According to the MTC Management Support Manager, Celani Mathenjwa,
the #TakeCare campaign has been prompted by the relentless acts of
vandalism and theft of telecommunications infrastructure that is hurting
the economy and costing the City of Johannesburg a lot of money whilst
frustrating the MTC clients on the lack of service delivery.
The #TakeCare campaign seeks to educate stakeholders, citizens and
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customers about the importance of protecting MTC infrastructure.
“People have a strong belief that the onus of ensuring that this infrastructure is taken care of, only lies with their local government and feel that this
is not their problem. However, by working together, we are acting against
criminals who pose a threat to our communities Protecting the infrastructure is our collective responsibility because if the infrastructure is vandalised, the entire community is affected,” adds Mathenjwa.
MTC urges all communities to take a leading role in safeguarding the
infrastructure by reporting those found vandalising the city’s infrastructure
to the law enforcement authorities or by calling 0800 002 587.
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From Monageng Butchery to
Monageng Mini Market & beyond

The mother of Mr. Solomon Legae started by selling sweets at Meadowlands High school in the early 70s. In 1972 her husband was paid out his
retirement/ retrenchment package. Mr. and Mrs Legae pooled up their
meagre resources and started the Monageng Butchery in Diepkloof,
Soweto. By all accounts, this venture was a success until the competitive
landscape changed.

Throughout these trials and tribulations, the young Solomon was learning
how to run the family business. Mr Legae passed away, and in 2005 Solomon took over the running of Monageng Butchery.

Shopping Malls were being built on the outskirts of Soweto e.g. Southgate
Mall, Highgate etc. These malls offered new shopping experience to most
residents. Unfortunately, for Monageng Butchery, this meant dwindling
income or revenue streams. They had to change their product range and
offer dry grocery.

Monageng Mini Market has been pioneering community inclusion.
Monageng Mini Market’s mission is to see the marginalised communities
forming part of the main stream economy. This is now their main focus.

The Monageng Butchery is now a Monageng Mini Market store that sells
both dry grocery, fresh produce, and meat products etc.
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1Life launches ‘buy funeral cover online’
– saving clients over 39% on premiums!
1Life insurance, in its latest line of innovations and digital advancements,
announced the launch of their ‘buy funeral cover online’ functionality –
offering consumers the opportunity to buy flexible amounts of cover, of up
to R50 000 each, for themselves and up to 16 additional family members at
a significantly reduced premium of 39.5% less.
“As a brand we have spent the better part of the past 5 years increasing our
digital footprint and finding ways to better service our client needs – making
interactions and taking out a policy as easy and convenient as possible,
while still remaining 100% compliant with all the latest legislation. Today,
we are extremely excited to add yet another digital offering to the market,”
says Brina Biggs, Marketing Manager at 1Life.
“Today’s consumer has changed with a need for flexibility of product offering and platform as well as the way in which they buy insurance – our new
offering taps into this need by providing quick, easy and convenient funeral
policies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to consumers and their family
members” continues Biggs. The process is simple, consumers simply need
to visit the 1Life website and follow the prompts. What’s more, consumers
only need their family members’ names and dates of birth to purchase a
1Life funeral policy online.*1
Consumers can get an accurate premium for their funeral cover, in less
than 2 minutes, through an easy 3-step quote, offering three different
premium increase adjustment options including inflation aligned, fixed sum
assured, or flat rate. This gives consumers flexibility in not only the amount
of cover they require per person (between R5 000 – R50 000), but also the
way in which their policy increases should be managed. Policy holders can
add siblings, children, parents, spouses and extended family members to
their policy. Once the selection is made, a policy summary is provided to

the customer before they confirm their purchase to ensure it is the cover
they wanted and needed.
1Life has optimised its digital journey over time, providing customers with
an end-to-end user journey, providing the option to not only buy cover
online but also service their policies digitally through the online policyholder
servicing portal or WhatsApp. What’s more, this offering aligns strongly to
industry best practice, offering automatic DebiCheck functionality, enabling
consumers to safely authenticate their transaction – crucial in today’s online
purchasing environment. It also offers prudential authority, therefore,
should consumers have lapsed a funeral policy in the past 31 days, and
have passed the waiting period of that policy, 1Life will waiver*2 the waiting
period on the new policy.
“In addition, we are proud to boast one of the fastest performing websites in
the industry, make buying funeral cover seamless as well as quick – with
consumers being able to complete a purchase in about 10 minutes from
start to finish,” states Biggs. In addition to immediate funeral cover,
consumers have access to R16 000 worth of additional 1Life funeral policy
benefits as part of the 1Life funeral offering across the board.
“Covid and the changing risk environment has meant that consumers not
only want the opportunity for quick policy uptake and self-servicing of
policies but need to ensure that their claims are processed quickly and
efficiently. For us this has been a crucial driver of our digital journey –ensuring that when they need the financial backing and support, we are there
for them every step of the way, with ease and convenience! Watch this
space as we continue our digital evolution and unique value offering in
market!” concludes Biggs.

